RSK is the Number 1 blockchain to build DeFi for Bitcoin opportunities.
Use RIF to enhance the DeFi experience, and engage with 3 million bitcoiners.
Get to know the RSK Open Finance ecosystem

Number of Blockchain wallet users worldwide
Number of Blockchain wallet users worldwide from Nov
100
Number of user in millions

Use the RIF Wallet developer library to reduce your
time to market.
Get access to RIF’s security, UX, and digital ID features
to get your crypto wallet up and running in no time.
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Choose the features you need

Reduce your time to market

Add to your wallet key management, asset
management, UI management, RNS human
readable blockchain domains + more.

Use RIF’s open source, audited developer
libraries to reduce your time to market, and
enhance security and UX.

Add any ERC20 token or NFT

Enable Self Sovereign Identity

RIF Wallet supports all RSK ecosystem tokens
and you can add any custom ERC20 or
ERC-721 token

Enable SSI for users by adding support for
RIF’s decentralized login solution, rlogin.

Use RIF Wallet to easily interact in a uniﬁed way with the broad services available from
RSK Infrastructure Framework, including:

Multisig

RNS Manager

Relay

rlogin

DeFi Protocols on RSK

Leverage on RIF /RSK resources
Increase your user base and foster adoption
Strategic Marketing

Social media
Global following of 500k.
2 million + monthly impressions.
Presence in 8 major languages.

Press coverage

Events

SEO optimized paid press
placements in leading industry
outlets including Blockgeeks
and CoinSpeaker.

Feature at leading industry events
alongside RSK, including Consensus,
Labitconf, Bitcoin2022.

Investment and support

RSK Ecosystem

Investment

Technical support

Connect with dApps to Oracles
to DeFi marketplaces in
our ecosystem.

Get access to grants, bounties
and marketing fund to nurture
projects that aim to improve
the RSK ecosystem.

Receive premium support from
RSK experts for integration support,
audits and improvements.

RSK Infrastructure Framework
Built on top of RSK, RIF is creating the building blocks to construct a fully decentralized internet that enables
Decentralized Sharing Economies. It delivers added capabilities to the smart contact protocol on RSK.
Beneﬁts of integrating RIF Services
Fully open source.
JSON-RPC - compatible with Ethereum.
Turing-complete RSK Virtual Machine (RVM) for smart-contracts, EVM compatible.

Get in touch at connect@rsk.co to learn more about RSK

